In a video surveillance network, it is always required to track and recognize people when they move through the environment. This paper presents a novel re-identification method for multiple-people using feature selection with sparsity. By using the multipleshot approach, each of appearance models is created in this method. The human body is divided into five parts form which the features of color, height, gradient were extracted respectively. Our appearance model is represented by linear regression method. Experimental results show that our appearance model is robust and attain a high precision rate and processing performance.
Introduction
The intelligent video surveillance system, which demands video capture hardware and computer vision technologies to detect and track moving objects, is essential to public safety [1] [2] . An intelligent video surveillance system can save a considerable amount of work to mitigate the damage, due to the rapid response and 24 hours tireless monitoring. Nevertheless, detecting suspicious moving objects, e.g., wandering person or a specific object, among overlapping or non-overlapping cameras is still a challenge since the appearance of people gained from different cameras is generally diverse.
Therefore, the identification ability plays an important role in avoiding security vulnerabilities in many surveillance systems, and therefore it strengthens the surveillance applications.
People re-identification involves identify different individuals in the entire camera network. It is a challenging task, because there are a lot of different factors, such as posture of body or camera and ambient lighting conditions [18] . The people reidentification can be divided into two method: single-shot and multiple-shot method. The single-shot method is modeled only using a single image of each individual, such as [3] [4] [5] [6] , and [10] . The information of person's appearances will be incomplete if we just use the single-shot from the intelligent monitoring system for people re-identification. The multiple-shot is modeled using multiple frames of each person, such as [7] [8] [9] . In general, people re-recognition research has focused on pioneering appearance models that are taken into account viewpoint, wearing, pose and illumination variations. Traditionally, some models can identify only one person used a single probe assuming that the probe has been in the gallery.
In this paper, we discuss multiple person re-identification across cameras in the wide area surveillance and treat matching as an assignment problem based on Linear regression model [17] . The model is to solve multiple-people re-identification under multi-camera. We illustrate the analyzing process of our method in Figure 1. 
Related Works
Majority of previous researches in person re-identification are matching task based on improved model features. The feature of color, shape and texture are selected by the researcher generally. There are spatial and temporal distribution used for matching task. Bedagkar-Gala et al. 2012 proposed spatio-temporal appearance model which was built by using color and facial features. Texture and color features are combined for appearance model in [9] . Feature extraction based on color and edge features are adopted in [12] . In order to obtain the contour appearance, researchers use edge features generally. The shape and appearance of the semantic model are presented in [13] . Using local and global spatial relationships to describe a person is presented by Zheng et al. 2009 , [6] . The researchers propose feature extraction based on local interest points used in [14] . In this paper, we propose the method that divided human body into different parts to establish appearance model for person re-identification. We prefer more distinctive feature of colors and textures after the person's physical characteristics were extracted. On this basis, we choose height and gradient as the feature of appearance, and use the sparsity matching method for feature selection.
Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian detection is an important branch in the field of object detection based on image/video data. In this paper, pedestrian detection is regarded as a classification problem with a large number of training samples and a classification model for pedestrian detection has been learned. Taking a video as an example, the results for testing is shown in Figure 2 . 
Foreground Extraction and Body Part
Background is crucial to object identification and tracking. A background subtraction strategy is enough to receive the silhouette in the multiple-shot. proposed the method to get the information from local body parts. Features match each sub-section of the body which extracted from the foreground image. Taking three persons as examples, the result of foreground extraction and body part is showed in Figure 3. 
Part Appearance Feature Extraction
This paper exploits more expressive and powerful features for each body part. Color is the most intuitive features to target identification. Seen as the most significant feature, texture is an important part of human observation of things. Height has also important significance in the field of human re-identification. 
Color Correlogram:
The traditional color histogram depicts only a proportion of the number of pixels for a certain color and the total number of pixels. Color histogram is a global statistical relationship, however color correlogram is a spatial relationship between the color change and distance. Not only the color correlogram contains image color statistics also includes spatial relationships. Using HSV color space is an effective way to characterize the local body color information.
Texture Extraction:
This paper uses statistical methods to calculate the texture, the choice of texture features are: GLCM. There are two pixels with a gray scale statistical by GLCM, which maintain a certain distance, respectively.
Height:
Spatial reference point measurement method uses a set of spatial coordinates and pixel coordinates corresponding to establish two collinear equations The image plane projection matrix calculation determines the target height using the projection matrix on the ground position of object.
Multiple Person Re-identification by Matching
The manifold regularization method is utilized for learning problem. Linear regression model were constructed as: 
Least-squares method is a mathematical optimization technique. It matches the data by minimizing the sum of squared errors to find the best function. Using the least square method can easily solve for the unknown data, and make the square error between the actual data and the obtained data minimized. Our algorithm can be denoted as 
We expect all training data to contribute to the optimization of W . Assume that a 
Experiments and Results
The dataset is obtained from two places. This paper collected 159 individuals of the video, and multiple-shot is used for each person. In this experiment, N images are chosen from each person. Features as the input of our algorithm are extracted from parts of the body for each image after the foreground extracted. Our algorithms were designed to test under different circumstances. Finally, our method was compared with PBSTC [17] , SDALF [16] , and their recognition rate results are shown in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed appearance model can effectively solve the problem that a person can not be recognized in multi-camera of the different look. Our method using human appearance feature selected for person re-identification is theoretical. Multipleshot approach was chosen to increase the practicality and accuracy. Finally, our approach and the other two methods for comparison. Experimental results show that our method has better performance on human re-identification, which made great contributions in the National Public Security.
